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Schools Artwork Tour
Route: B
Artwork: 1

KS2
ACTIVITY SHEET

Choose a building that you can see from where you are now. Sketch it in the 
box below and draw your word on the building with an arrow or symbol.

Look at Rigo 23’s Moon mural. How do you think it describes where in the 
world we happen to be?

Think of a place, object or landmark which describes where you are right now. 

Rigo 23Artist
Title

The Glassworks Sixth Form CentreLocation

9Earths Oldest Satellite; Through the 
Glassworks; Me and You, Some in 
the Fewture
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Make a view-finder by folding this 
paper and cutting out the rectangle.

Unfold the paper and hold the view-
finder up to the artwork.

Have a look at the building through 
your view-finder. Choose a part of the 
building and draw it below.
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Sinta TantraArtist

1947Title

FOLD

C
U

T

CUT

The Cube, Tontine StreetLocation
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HoyCheong WongArtist

MinaretTitle

Islamic Cultural Centre, Foord Road SouthLocation

Look at the building. 

How does it look different to the other buildings around it?

Describe some of the shapes that you can see on the building.

A ‘minaret’ is a tall tower usually built on a ‘Mosque’, a place where Muslims 
gather to pray. 

What do the minarets remind you of? Are there any other tall towers or 
buildings in Folkestone?

Draw the minarets in the box below.
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Can you hear different instruments?

How many instruments can you hear?

Listen to one of the songs and make a drawing to go with the song.

Quietly walk around this artwork.

What can you hear?

How does the music make you feel?
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Emily PeasgoodArtist

Halfway to HeavenTitle

Baptist Burial Ground above Bradstone RoadLocation
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Jonathan WrightArtist

Fleet on FootTitle

Tontine StreetLocation

Look at all Jonathan Wright’s boats. What do you think they are 
made out of? How have they been made?

There is a hidden stream which runs underneath this street call the 
‘Pent Stream’. Walk down to the harbour and see if you can find 
where the stream runs into the sea.

Place a long sheet of paper along the Harbour and make a group 
drawing of the boats.

Look for repeating shapes and patterns within the harbour. Draw 
some examples below.
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